
OAKRIIDGE RANGER DISTRICT
STREAM SIMULATOR

We redesigned the simulator to reduce the weight and improve the accessibility of materials for construc-
tion.  Everything on the supplies and materials list was purchased at local home improvement, garden, or
plastic stores.  This new design fits our educational needs( although we have already thought of some new
ideas for our next simulator), but if your needs are different feel free to use your creativity and adjust the
design to fit your needs.

T’his is our new, updated version of the stream simulator.  For those of you that have one of the old
drawings, you wifl see that we changed from the sheep tank to a clear high impact acrylic tank.  We
made the change for a number of reasons 1. It is 4" shallower than the sheep tank. (We also changed the
designed of the tub display box so that it is 4" shorter.) This makes it a lot easier for the little people to
see into the display. 2. The plastic is lighter, making set-up and transporting a lot mier. 3. It allowed us
the opportunity to make some design changes in the drain system.  For those of you who would hke to
use the sheep tank, it should stifl fit on the new box design, but you wiU need to come up with a drain
system.  Some of the other changes we made are stainless steel hardware whenever we could.(The
chlorine we use to purify the water seemed to rust the exposed metals.) A new garden fountain pump
(535 gph) doubled our pump’mg capacity.  With these pumps the flow can be restricted by up to 40%,
allowing us to simulate a spring flush, or a late summer flow, etc.  This really increases the flexibility of
application in our presentations with the display.

Boy, what a challenge I had putting together these drawings.  It’s been 30 years since my last drafting
class, so please consider this when you find that little mistake.  I hope with this drawing I have captured
enough informafion to enable you to construct your own simulator display.

We are also in the process of having the drawings put on Auto CAD so that we can send out a
floppy disc with computer generated drawings.

If you have any quesfions please call or write:

Emie Ledbetter
Rigdon Ranger District
PO Box 1410
Oakridge Or.
97463
R06Fl8DIO
(541)782-2283

doconnor
Note
Partners are always looking for a good project to do.  Here is a complete package for a stream simulator project, complete with photos, curriculum, construction drawings, and materials list.  20 pages. This is an excellent effort.



The Fish Home Improvement Stream Simulator was designed because our environmental education
program needed a more successful tool to exhibit how our stream restoration projects improve habitat
within the streams and riparian zones.

In the past this was communicated through photographs, field trips, monitoring reports, etc.  These
methods limited how many people we could reach with information about our restoration projects.  Our
new instrument of contact is designed to be mobile, allowing us to deliver the stream to the people.

A few examples of where our stream simulator was used last year include: three forests, five ranger
districts, three private agencies/organizations, three outdoor school programs, free fishing day, DeVinci
Days, the Lane County Fair, the Oregon State Fair, the High Desert Museum, the joint conference for
the Oregon Science Teachers Association and The Environmental Education Association of Oregon in
Portland, a regional biology workshop, and an environmental conservation fair in Eugene.  In adddition
the Stream Simulator spent a month in the front office at the Oakridge Ranger District.  Considering
all its travels we estimate the display was viewed by well over 10,000 people last year.  The feedback from
our audience has been very positive with the display receiving comments such as,”stimulates
thought”,”adds variety to the presentation of the subject”, and “is a fun, hands-on exhibit”.

As an educational tool we find the use only limited by the exhibitors imagination.  Our original plan for
the exhibit was as a display tool showing techniques used in stream restoration.  It has also been used as
a training tool for our restoration crews, to display how stream flows interact with debris within the
flood plains and how soil saturation contributes to soil erosion.  It was also used to simulate large flood
event effects on culverts and road fill, and the relationship of ground water to stream channel depth.

The design was originally planned with the audience being school children in grades K-6, but we found
that it was really used and enjoyed by children from ages 5-89.  For presentations it has been used by
fisheries and wildlife biologists, soil scientists, hydrologists, and engineers.

The display is small enough that two people can easily set it up and take it down in less than half an
hour, and it can be transported in a medium size pickup truck.

We designed the Stream Simulator so that anyone with knowledge of wood-working tools could con-
struct one.  Most supplies used for construction are available at any home improvement, hardware, and
plastic supply stores.  The design drawings, photos, and curriculum may be obtained by anyone upon
request.  Our list for requests is growing rapidly.

Comparing the old method to the new, I’m not sure how to estimate a savings of cost.  I do think that if
we put a dollar value on the increased environmental education to the public, the improvement would be
at least 10 fold.  Making the Fish Home Improvement Stream Simulator is a cost effective way to bring
the stream to the people rather than the people to the stream.

ERNIE LEDBETTER






































